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Multi-media platforms in clinical medicine

NEUROSURGERY • SPINE CARE • OTOLARYNGOLOGY • RADIOLOGY



Thieme eNeurosurgery is a unique online resource providing 
the global neurosurgical community with unprecedented 
access to Thieme’s entire neurosurgery collection. This 
powerful platform enables you to search for procedures you 
want to brush up on, confirm references for your  writing, 
find visuals for your presentations, and much more! From 
the publisher you trust, Thieme eNeurosurgery will be your 
go-to reference for neurosurgical content and will change  
the way you obtain clinical information - making it easier, 
faster, and more efficient than ever before.

  Enter a term and search across all neurosurgery content 
in E-Books, procedures, images & videos, and E-Journals

  Consult a Thieme E-Book on your specialty

  Review a procedure before heading into the OR

  Select a stunning image for your presentation

  Check references & simultaneously search titles in  
Thieme E-Journals as well as across all journals in PubMed

Features
•  Over 400 illustrated procedures, original to Thieme 

eNeurosurgery, provide step-by-step instruction on core 
techniques and approaches and over 200 clinical cases

•  Access to Thieme’s entire neurosurgical E-Book library 
– over 160 E-Books

•  More than 54,000 images & 600 videos, with legends 
and links to original sources, for easy integration into 
presentations and teaching materials

•  Simultaneous search across the neurosurgery titles in 
Thieme’s E-Journal platform, as well as across all journals 
indexed in PubMed, with results given to the abstract 
level
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For more information, please visit:
www.thieme-connect.com/eneurosurgery
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Thieme eSpine

Thieme eSpine is a unique online resource providing the 
global spine care community with unprecedented access to 
Thieme’s entire spine collection. This powerful platform 
enables you to search for procedures you want to brush up on, 
research topics in Thieme’s E-Books, find visuals for your 
presentations, and much more! From the publisher you trust, 
Thieme eSpine  will be your key reference for spine care 
content and will revolutionize the way you obtain clinical 
information – making it easier, faster, and more efficient than 
ever before. 

  Enter a term and search across all spine care content in 
E-Books, procedures, images & videos, and E-Journals

  Consult a Thieme E-Book on your specialty

  Review a procedure before heading into the OR

  Select a stunning image for your presentation

  Check references & simultaneously search titles in Thieme 
E-Journals as well as across all journals in PubMed

Features
•  Over 250 illustrated procedures provide step-by-step 

instruction on core techniques and approaches

•  Access to Thieme’s entire spine care E-Book library – 
over 60 E-Books

•  More than 19,000 images and 260 videos, with legends 
and links to original sources, for easy integration into 
presentations and teaching materials

•  Simultaneous search across the spine care titles in 
Thieme’s E-Journal platform, as well as a cross all journals 
indexed in PubMed, with results given to the abstract level
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For more information, please visit:
www.thieme-connect.com/espine



The premier online resource for otolaryngology – head 
and neck surgery, Thieme eOtolaryngology is a unique 
online resource that gives you unprecedented access to 
Thieme’s entire otolaryngology collection. This powerful 
platform enables you to search for procedures you want 
to brush up on, research topics in Thieme’s E-Books, find 
visuals for your presentations, and much more! From the 
publisher you trust, Thieme eOtolaryngology will be your 
key reference for otolaryngology content and will 
revolutionize the way you obtain clinical information – 
making it easier, faster, and more  efficient than ever 
before. 

  Enter a term and search across all otolaryngology 
content in E-Books, procedures, cases, images & 
videos, E-Journals, and PubMed

  Consult a Thieme E-Book on your specialty

  Review a procedure before heading into the OR

  Study cases to prepare for oral board exams

  Select a stunning image for your presentation

  Check references & simultaneously search titles in 
Thieme E-Journals as well as across all journals in 
PubMed

Features
•  Over 130 illustrated procedures provide step-by-step 

instruction on core techniques and approaches and 
over 90 clinical cases

•  Access to Thieme’s entire otolaryngology E-Book 
library – over 110 E-Books

•  More than 44,000 images & 900 videos, with legends 
and links to original sources, for easy integration into 
presentations and teaching materials

•  Simultaneous search across the otolaryngology titles 
in Thieme’s E-Journal platform, as  well as across all 
journals indexed in PubMed, with results given to the 
abstract level
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For more information, please visit:
www.thieme-connect.com/eotolaryngology
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Thieme eRadiology

Thieme eRadiology is a comprehensive online reference for all 
medical imaging specialists. It provides extensive case libraries 
and diagnostic guidance for those in training, and essential 
references and procedural guidelines for the qualified specialist 
in clinical practice. This powerful platform enables you to 
browse a variety cases, play videos directly within e-books, 
find visuals for your presentations, and much more!

  Enter a term and search across all radiology content in 
E-Books, images, and E-Journals

  Consult a Thieme E-Book on your specialty – over 110 titles 
in the collection

  Select a stunning image for your presentation

  Check references & simultaneously search titles in 
Thieme E-Journals as well as across all journals in PubMed

Features

•  Direct access to Thieme RadCases, a database of over 
3,000 must-know cases covering a broad range of radiology 
subspecialties

•  Access to Thieme’s entire radiology E-Book library – 
over 120 E-Books

•  More than 81,000 images & 200 videos, with legends 
and links to original sources, for easy integration into 
presentations and teaching materials

•  Simultaneous search across the radiology titles in Thieme’s 
E-Journal platform, as well as across all journals indexed in 
PubMed, with results given to the abstract level

For more information, please visit:
www.thieme-connect.com/eradiology
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www.thieme-connect.com

E-Books · E-Journals · E-Learning · Clinical Suite · Reference Works
The online platform for medical & chemistry knowledge
Thieme Connect

Helping you obtain clinical information more 
efficient than ever before.
The Thieme Clinical Suite is comprised of state-of-the-art multi-media 
platforms in clinical medicine. They currently cover four subject areas: 

• Neurosurgery
• Spine Care
• Otolaryngology
• Radiology

These powerful platforms enables users to search for procedures they 
want to brush up on, confirm references for their writings, find visuals 
for presentations, and much more! 

From the publisher you trust, the Thieme Clinical Suite will be you 
users go-to reference for Neurosurgery, Spine Care, Otolaryngology 
or Radiology content and will change the way they obtain clinical 
information – making it easier, faster, and more efficient than ever 
before.

System Requirements
• PC, Mac

•  Supports all leading browsers 
(Internet Explorer 8 or higher,  
Safari for Mac, Firefox and 
Chrome)

•  Online capable smartphone or 
tablet

Licensing Options
•  Available to institutions through  

the internet

•  Institutional access available 
for multiple users based on a 
concurrent user licensing model

•  New content automatically  
included in all licenses with the 
release of new titles

For licensing information,  
please contact:

The Americas
Thieme Institutional Sales 
E-mail: esales@thieme.com    
Phone: +1-212-584-4695 

Europe, Africa, Asia and Australia
Thieme Institutional Sales 
E-mail: esales@thieme.de 
Phone: +49-711-8931-407

India
Thieme Institutional Sales 
E-mail: eproducts@thieme.in 
Phone: +91-120-455-6600

For more information, please visit:  
www.thieme-connect.com/ 
clinical-suite

Request  

a free trial:  

www.thieme.com/ 

clinical-suite

Thieme Clinical Suite
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